
Why Password Management?

56 %%
use the same password 
for professional and 
private purposes!

Popular: Just put a few 
numbers behind:

Passwords are cracked 
so quickly:

The top 5 most 
used passwords:

share their password 
with team members.

1 von 7  would sell his pass-
word to a third party!

1 von 5  has been the victim 
of a data breach before.20 %%

Apparent strong passwords are easy to decrypt

123456

passwordexample1 123456FyD*8f23,84 % approx. 5 Sek.

passwordexample2 passwordW!bCvm)56,72 % approx. 9 Std.

passwordexample3 12345678(UN?v*UG7p!93,86 % approx. 485 Jahre

Examplary computer with 4 billion 
passwords per second including 
dictionary

Keyboard patterns are easy 
to see through.

passwordexample4 qwerty3,19 %

passwordexample5 1234567893,35 %
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*****

Find and protect every single Password.

Recognize 
 
We disvocer local user accounts and Active
Directory users for you. Password Safe detects 
new login credentials as well as insecure pass-
words that do not comply with internal policies.

Use 
 
Convenient login via single sign-on with 
one click and even without password

Update 
 
Password Safe eliminates insecure 
passwords and resets them regularly or 
automatically just after use 
to a new (unknown) value. 

Archive   

All password changes are stored in the histo-
ry and kept for review. In addition, passwords 
can be assigned an expiration date and then 
automatically exchanged. 

Authorize 
 
Every employee is authorized to view, edit and 
use passwords according to his role.  

Track 

Each action is stored, can always be
reproduced and even reversed.

Generate 
 
Secure passwords in no time and according 
to self-defined guidelines with the password 
generator

Manage 

All passwords and secrets are stored centrally 
and stored in encrypted form. And your emp-
loyees can access it locally, on the web or on the 
road with the app.

***

Share  
 
Better collaboration through easy sharing 
of passwords in teams - also temporary 
possible for interns or external employees 

Monitor 
 
All access is logged and can be controlled by 
additional security mechanisms.
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